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ABSTRACT 
The concept of /-lossless triangular state-space models is reviewed, and its relation 
to Lyapunov equations and to matrices with a displacement structure is characterized in 
detail. A new recursive procedure for cascade synthesis of such state-space models is 
introduced. In contrast to previous state-space-based techniques for cascade decompo- 
sition (factorization) of J-lossless transfer functions, which require conversion of a given 
state-space representation into an equivalent balanced form, our new procedure recur- 
sively determines a sequence of unbalanced J-lossless state-space models. The cascade 
decomposition of a given J-lossless transfer function obtained by the new procedure is 
the same as the one obtained by the previous techniques, but the attendant computa- 
tional requirements are significantly reduced. Furthermore, the final computational 
formulation of our procedure subsumes many previous methods for efficient triangular 
factorization of structured matrices-the so-called “generalized Schur” or “generalized 
fast Cholesky” algorithms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of fast triangular factorization of structured matrices, such as 
Toeplitz, Hankel, and several other (related) classes of matrices said to have 
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displacement structure, has been under investigation for several years with 
substantial continuing activity (see, e.g., Lev-Ari [18], Lev-Ari and Kailath [19, 
201, Chun [7], Chun, Kailath, and Lev-Ari [8], Chun and Kailath [9]). The 
apparently different problem of factoring certain (so-called lossless) rational 
matrices into products of elementary (degree one) rational matrices has an 
even longer history; see, e.g., Brodskii and Livsic [3], Potapov [22], Youla and 
Tissi [24], Fettweis [13], Bart, Gohberg, and Kaashoek [l]. 
In this paper we show that there are links between these two classes of 
problems, based upon a state-space realization of lossless rational matrices. 
The application of the state-space approach to factorization of lossless rational 
matrices via cascade decomposition of the associated state-space models has 
been described by Genin et al. [I4], who were the first to explore the relation 
between lossless state-space models and characterization of structured matri- 
ces. Their research was motivated by an awareness of links between the notion 
of displacement structure and the work of Livsic (see, e.g., Livsic and 
Yantsevich [21], Brodskii and Livsic [3]). Delosme [lo] and Delosme et al. [ll] 
explicitly linked the cascade decomposition of lossless state-space models to 
the generalized Schur and Levinson algorithms for the factorization of certain 
structured matrices. We pursue these links in more detail and in the process 
obtain several new results in both areas (i.e., cascade factorization of lossless 
rational matrices as well as triangular factorization of structured matrices). We 
provide in the remainder of this section a brief introduction to the notion of 
lossless state-space models and their cascade decomposition, followed by a 
summary of our main results. 
A rational matrix T(Z) that is analytic in the domain 1 z ) > 1 can be 
regarded as the transfer function of a discrete-time multiple-input, multiple- 
output, linear, causal, stable, time-invariant system (see, e.g., Kailath [IS]). It 
is called J-lossless if, in addition to being analytic, it also satisfies the constraint 
T( e$)JT*( ey) = J (14 
for all 0, where J is an arbitrary Hermitian matrix. In this paper we shall 
consider only the case where T(z) is a square matrix, i.e., the number of 
inputs to the system equals the number of outputs. Also, since ] can always be 
decomposed as QAQ* where A is diagonal and Q (which is unitary) can be 
merged with T(Z), we shall consider in the sequel only diagonal matrices J. 
Furthermore, we can rescale T(Z) and permute its columns to that ultimately 
J reduces to 
=a J= J*, J2 = I. 
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It was shown by Potapov [22] that (rational) /-lossless matrices can always 
he decomposed into a product of elementary transfer functions, viz., 
where each Ti( z) is a J-lossless rational matrix of Smith-MacMillan degree 1 
[and where the degree of T(z) is denoted by n + 11. 
Later Genin et al. [I41 showed that every j-lossless transfer function has a 
(nonunique) minimal state-space realization or model {F, G, H, K}, i.e., 
T(Z) = K+ H(zZ- F)-‘G, (24 
and that every such realization satisfies the constraint 
P> 
where R is a Hermitian positive definite matrix of size (n -i- 1) x (n + 1). The 
converse also holds: every state-space model that satisfies (2b) is a minimal 
realization of a J-lossless transfer function defined via (2a). Therefore, we shall 
call a state-space model J-lossless whenever it satisfies the constraint (2b) with 
some R > 0, and we shall refer to R as the Gramian associated with the 
model (when J = I the matrix R is often called the controllability Gramian of 
the state-space model). The assumption that T(z) is stable means that all 
eigenvalues of F are bounded by unity in magnitude; to avoid unnecessary 
complications we shall assume in the sequel that 
namely, that T(z) is strictly stable (all its poles are strictly within the unit 
circle). 
Genin et al. [14] also described a procedure for determining the cascade 
decomposition (lc) of T(z) d irectly in terms of state-space models. Their 
procedure requires transformation of a given model { F, G, H, K } into an 
equivalent J-balanced form { 3, 9?,3, 5 }, viz., one that satisfies (2b) with 
R = I. Subsequently, this J-balanced form is factored into a product of 
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balanced single-state models, viz., 
such that Ti(z) = Xi + Xi(zZ - 4)-’ gi. Th is result generalizes previous 
work on cascade synthesis of Zossless systems (i.e., ]-lossless systems with 
J = I): see, e.g., Youla and Tissi [24], Fettweis [13], and the extensive work of 
Roberts and Mullis [23]. We note that similar .work has been carried out in a 
more abstract (operator-theoretic) context by Brodskii and Livsic [3], and in 
particular by Brodskii [2]. 
The transformation of a given state-space model to balanced form, as 
envisaged in [I4], involves three steps: (i) solving the Lyapunov equation 
R - FRF* = GJG* for the unknown matrix R, (ii) finding a (triangular) matrix 
P such that z’Z’* = R, and (iii) applying P as a similarity transformation to 
obtain the balanced form { 9, C!?, SC, X }. All of these steps involve intensive 
computation. 
This paper presents a new procedure that determines the same cascade 
decomposition as the one obtained by the approach of Genin et al. [14], but 
does so one section at a time. A single step of our procedure determines a 
single section of the cascade without explicitly carrying out any of the steps 
involved in the previous approaches. Our recursion propagates a sequence of 
unbalanced state-space models, thereby completely avoiding the preliminary 
balancing that is central to the approach of [14]. In particular, the matrix R is 
never explicitly determined. 
The conceptual basis for our procedure is Theorem 2 of Section 3. It states 
that the decomposition of a J-lossless state-space model {F, G, H, K } into a 
cascade of elementary (single-state) sections can be accomplished via a recur- 
sive application of the identity 
which is initialized (for i = 0) with the given (unbalanced) model ( F, G, H, K } . 
The parameters of the elementary section Ti( z) = Ai + ri( z - oi)-‘fii, as 
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well as the column vector li, are all determined from the intermediate 
J-lossless (unbalanced) model { Fi, G,, Hi, Ki}. 
The actual computational details are described in Theorem 3 of Section 4. 
The recursion propagates only Gi, while the Fi are read off as submatrices of 
the matrix F, viz.,’ 
JP:Pi = Gi + (<- Z)Gi*> Fi= [O In-i]F[O In-i]*, 
I I 
where G, = G, the row vector pi is the first row of the matrix Gi, and < 
depends only upon the matrix Fi. Most significantly, this recursion for Gi 
includes as particular cases most previous efficient procedures for triangular 
factorization of structured matrices (e.g., those found in [4-11, 18-201). In 
other words, the same procedure that determines the elementary matrices 
Ti( z) also computes, without any additional effort, the triangular factorization 
of the Gramian R of (2b). 
When only {F, G, J} are available it would appear to be necessary to 
embed {F, G} into a J-lossless model {F, G, H, K) before applying the cascade 
decomposition procedure. This is indeed the, view taken in [I4], where the 
existence of such an embedding is established. In contrast, our new computa- 
tional procedure only involves the matrices { Fi, Gi}, so that the embedding 
step is not necessary at all. 
2. RATIONAL J-LOSSLESS SYSTEMS 
The notions of discrete-time J-lossless transfer functions and their state- 
space realizations have already been described in the introduction. One of the 
identities implied by (2b) is FRF* + GJG* = R or, equivalently, 
R - FRF* = GJG*, (3) 
which we recognize as the definition of a matrix R with (generalized) 
displacement structure (see Kailath, Kung, and Morf [17] and also Chun and 
Kailath [9]). The adjective generalized is used because most previous results 
’ Certain details are omitted here for the sake of a simpler presentation (compare with 
Theorem 3). 
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were obtained for the special case F = 2 (see Example 1 in Section 4), where 
Z denotes the lower shift matrix with ones on the first subdiagonal and zeros 
everywhere else, viz., 
0 O\ 
z:= l O . . 
\ 0 .. 2 o/ 
It turns out that Equation (3) contains sufficient information to determine, up 
to a J-unitary matrix U, a J-lossless state-space model { F, G, H, K ), as 
demonstrated by the following result. 
THEOREM 1 (J-lossless embedding). Given {F, G, J} with 1 Xi(F) 1 < 1 for 
all i, there exists a unique Hermitian matrix R that satisfies the Lyapunov 
equation R - FRF* = GJG*. Zf R > 0, then: 
(i) the state-space model { F, G, Z?, k }, with 
ti = -JG*(Z - vF*)-lR-‘( F - v’), 
Pa) 
k = Z -JG*(Z - vF*)-lR-‘G 
is]-lossless, i.e., it satisfies (2b) for every 1 v 1 = 1. 
(ii) The transfer function F(z) := Z? + fi( zZ - F)-‘G corresponding to this 
model is J-lossless and satisfies the scaling property 
f(V) = 1. (4b) 
Zt is the only J-lossless model, with the given {F, G}, that satisfms the property 
T(v) = 1. 
(iii) All other J-lo ss ess 1 models with the same { F, G} are given by 
{ F, G, Ufi, Ut ), where U can be any J-unitary matrix, viz., such that 
uJu* = J. (44 
They are all minimal realizations of the corresponding J-lossless transfer func- 
tions. 
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Proof. The Lyapunov equation R - FRF* = GJG* has a unique solution 
R if, and only if, the eigenvalues of the matrix F satisfy the condition 
1 - &( F)A;( F) # 0 for all i, j [16]. This happens, in particular, when 1 h(F) 1 
< 1, as assumed in the statement of the theorem. The (unique) solution need 
not be positive definite: for instance, if F = aZ with 1 a 1 < 1, then the 
solution R = (1 - 1 a I 2)-‘GJG * is indefinite. However, if R > 0, then the 
expressions (4a) can be used to determine a particular state-space model 
{F, G, d, k} that satisfies the J-losslessness constraint (2b), viz., 
(a) <RF* + cJG* = R, 
(fi) cRF* + KJG* = 0, 
(y) HRii* + riJKI* = J. 
The first identity holds by assumption. For the second, observe that 
Z?=Z+Z?(F-vZ)-lG, 
so that 
Z~RF* + Z?JG* = ZTRF* + JG* + H( F - Vz)-l~~~* 
=JG*+ti(F-vZ)-‘{(F-vZ)RF*+GJG*} 
=JG*+Z!?(F-vZ)-lR(Z-vF*) 
=JG*-JG*=O. 
The last identity is established in a similar manner, viz., 
tiRZ?* + ZtJi* 
= EiRZ?*+ [Z+Ei(F-VI)-‘G]J[Z+Z?(F- VI)-‘G]* 
= J+ Z?(F- VI)-‘GJ+ JG*(F* - v*Z)-‘Z?* 
+ti(F-vZ)-‘{GIG*+ (F- vZ)R(F-vZ)*}(F*-“*I)-‘ti*. 
Here the last term can be rewritten as 
Z?(F- vZ)-‘{R(Z- vF*) + (I- v*F)R}(F* - v*Z)-%* 
= -JG*(F* - v*Z)-%* - Z?(F - VI)-‘GJ, 
which establishes (y) and, consequently, part (i) of the theorem. 
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Since 1 h(F) 1 < 1, th e corresponding f(z) = Z? + fi( ZZ - F) - ‘G is ana- 
lytic in 1 z 1 > 1 and J-lossless. Moreover, 
= Z - (z - u)]G*(Z - vF*)-‘R-‘(zl- F)-‘G, 
which implies that Y?(v) = 1. Conversely, f(v) = Z implies that Z? = I - 
Z?(vZ - F)-‘G, which in conjunction with (2b) (actually, we need only the 
relation FRl‘i* + GJZ?* = 0) results in (4a) as the only choice that satisfies the 
scaling property. This establishes part (ii) of the theorem. 
Since {F, G, Z?, Z?} is J-lossless, so is {F, G, UZ?, UZ?} for every J-unitary 
matrix U. Conversely, since T(v)]T*(u) = J f or every &lossless model (say, 
{ F,G, H, K}) and for any fixed 1 Y I = 1, we conclude that the model 
{F,G,T-‘(v)H,T-‘(v)K} [ w h ose transfer function is T-‘(v)T( a)] is also J- 
lossless for every v on the unit circle. Since this transfer function satisfies the 
scaling property, viz., 
it follows from (ii) that 
T-+)H = fi, P(V)K = KI, 
which establishes part (iii) of the theorem. n 
3. J-LOSSLESS CASCADE DECOMPOSITION 
The motivation in earlier studies (see, e.g., [14]) for transforming a given 
J-lossless state-space model into a /-balanced form was the observation that 
J-unitary matrices could be factored into products of elementary (2 x 2) 
circular and hyperbolic rotations (see, e.g., [15]). Our next result shows that 
cascade decomposition is possible even for state-space models that are not 
/-balanced. 
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LEMMA (Cascade decomposition). A J-lossless model {F, G, H, K) is a 
cascade composition of two ]-lossless models, oiz., 
if, and only if, the matrix F is block-lower-triangular and the Gramian R is 
block-diagonal, viz., 
F” 
2 
), R=(; i2). 
Proof. A direct calculation shows that if 
then F must be block-lower-triangular, viz., 
Also, in this case 
is the (unique) feasible solution of (Zb), which establishes the “only if’ part of 
the lemma. 
Conversely, suppose R is block-diagonal and F is block-lower-triangular, 
VlZ., 
R=(; i2), F= (; i2)> 
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and partitioned G, H accordingly, i.e., 
G= H= [l? H2]. 
Using (F,, G,} and R,, define H,, K, via (4a). Consequently (and using the 
j-losslessness of (F1, Gi, H,, K,) and of (F, G, H, K)), 
1 0 0 
i i 
(‘1 
= 0 F2 G, , 
0 H2 K2 
where 
G, := (l%,Hf + ~?jK:)j, K, := (f&H: + K]K:)J. 
This shows that (F, G, H, K} decomposes into a cascade of two simpler 
subsystems. Since {F,, G,, H,, K,} is I-lossless by construction, the proof will 
be complete when we establish the J-losslessness of { F2, G,, H,, K,}. Indeed, 
it folloWs from (4) that 
1 0 0 
0 F2 G2 
0 H2 K2 
which completes the proof. W 
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This lemma suggests a particular decomposition of the J-lossless model 
{F, G, H, K}, based on the notion recursive Schur complementattin. Consider 
a partition of the matrix R of the form 
R= 
where d, denotes the top left element of R, and 1, denotes a scaled version of 
the rest of the first column of R. The Schur complement of M in R is 
R, := M - (d,Zo)d~‘(doZ,)* = M - d&l,*, or equivalently, 
(i l) =~-do(;o)(;o)*~ 
Since R is Hermitian and positive definite, it follows that do > 0 and that 
R, > 0, so that the same operation can be repeated again and again, viz., 
(i R:+~) =Ri-d,(ii)(;i)*, i=O,l,...,n. (5a) 
The reader may recognize (5a) as the fundamental step of the LDU factoriza- 
tion for Hermitian matrices (i.e., R = LDL*), with {di} as the diagonal 
elements of the diagonal matrix D and {Zi} as the columns (below the 
diagonal) of the lower-triangular unit-diagonal matrix L, viz., 
D= 
do 0 
4 
0 -d, 
PJ) 
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As is well known (see, e.g., Kailath [16]), the Schur complementation step (5a) 
can also be expressed as a matrix congruence relation, viz., 
ai= (; Y)(dd .p,,)i; q’- (54 
Returning to the J-lossless model ( F, G, H, K } and assuming that F is 
lower-triangular, we observe that the equivalent model 
is J-lossless with respect to the block-diagonal Gramian diag{ do, R,}. There- 
fore, according to our cascade decomposition lemma, this equivalent model is 
a cascade composition of two simpler models, viz., 
where {F,, G,, H,, K,} is J-lossless with Gramian R,, while { rxo. PO, yo, Ah,} is 
an elementary (i.e., single-state) J-lossless model with a scalar Gramian do. 
Moreover, since F is lower-triangular, it follows from the lemma that 
so that Fl is also lower-triangular, and a similar decomposition can be applied 
to {F,, G,, H,, K,}, producing {F,, G,, H,, K,), and so on. The following 
result summarizes the foregoing discussion: 
THEOREM 2 (J-lossless cascade synthesis). Let { F, G, H, K } denotes a 
J-lossless model, and assume that F is strictly stable and lower-triangular. This 
model decomposes into a cascade of single-state sections, in the sense that 
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Equivakntly, the transferfunction T(z) := K + H(zl - F)-‘G decomposes into 
a product of elementary transfer functions, viz., 
T(Z) = T,(z)T,(+- T,,(z), (84 
where Ti( Z) are the rational transfer functions of degree 1 associated with the 
single-state J-lossless models Yi, viz., 
q(z) = Ai + yi(z - q-l&. P) 
This decomposition can be accomplished via the recursive application of the 
identity 
Moreover, (8a) is precisely the Potapov cascade decomposition (lc) discussed 
in [14]. 
Proof. We have already established that the recursion (9) can be carried 
out for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, and that it leads to the decompositions (7)-(8). A 
direct calculation shows that 
_Yjq = 9pfi for all i>j, 
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as well as 
where L is the lower-triangular matrix introduced in (5b). As a consequence 
which means that the cascade determined by ya, . . . , Yn is precisely the 
same as the one obtained by first applying the similarity matrix L to 
{F, G, H, K} and then factoring the resulting equivalent model { L-lFL, 
L-‘G, HL, K} into a product of elementary (single-state) models. The proce- 
dure described in [14] used LD’12 instead of L as the similarity matrix, and 
results in the elementary subsystems ( Deli2 Sq,D’/‘} instead of our ( yi}. 
However, this amounts only to an individual scaling of each state in the 
cascade realization, and it does not alter in any way the transfer functions 
Ti( z). This establishes the last statement in the theorem. n 
4. EFFICIENT PROCEDURE FOR CASCADE SYNTHESIS 
The propagation of the recursive cascade synthesis procedure (9) requires 
that we know at each step the column vector Zi and the elements of the 
single-state model { oyi, pi, yi, Ai). By inspection, 
[l 0 *** O][F, Gi] = [ai 0 em* 0 1 piI, (IOa) 
which means that pi is the first row of Gi while oi is the first diagonal 
element of the lower triangular matrix Fi. Also, by Theorem 1 we can express 
yi and Ai in terms of J, air pi, and d,, viz., 
yi := ui.#:d,rl vi - ai 
1 - CYpi 
where Vi is an arbitrary J-unitary matrix and vi is an arbitrary unit-modulus 
scalar. Thus, all elements of yi are determined by { Fi, Gi} alone, which 
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suggests that the matrices {Hi, Ki} may not be necessary at all to propagate the 
recursion. Indeed, since (9) imphes that 
as well as 
CYi 0 
0 I 
Yi O 
i 
a( O Pi 
[Hi Ki] = [ 0 Hi+1 Ki+l] 0 I 0 
Yi 0 Ai 
Pi 
0 
‘i 
l zi 0 1 0 I 0 Ii -l 
Pa) 
1 0 0 
li I 0 
0 0 I i 
-1 
> (lib) 
it follows that the recursion for { Fi, Gi) is completely decoupled from the one 
for {Hi, Kj). Moreover, since we already know that Fi+l is a submatrix of Fi 
[recall (6b)], only the sequence {Gi) has to be recursively propagated. By 
rearranging (lla) we obtain 
Now, since { oi. Pi, yi, Ai} is J-lossless, viz., 
it follows that 
and consequently 
CY? 0 di T?I 
0 I 0 
d;‘JPT 0 ]A:] 
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Comparing the three block columns on each side of this equation, we con- 
clude that 
(;) = ffT8( t) + d;‘GJPr, (124 
(124 
These identities lead to an efficient recursion for Gi which can be used to 
determine both the cascade decomposition of T(z) and the triangular factor- 
ization of R. 
THEOREM 3 (Efficient computational procedure). The fundamental recur- 
sion (9) of Theorem 2 can be replaced by a recursion for { Fi, Gi} alone, viz., 
Fi = [O In-ilF[O I,-,]*> (134 
_lP:Pi 
Gi + (q- l)GiPIPr 
t I 
Pb) 
where 
and 
q := &( I - cx’Fi) -‘( Fi - CXJ) (134 
i I 
* 
cpi := 
vi - q 
1 - (Y;vi (134 
The parameters of .Yi, the ith section of the cascade, can be determined via the 
expressions (lOa, b). Notice that 1 C#J~ 1 = 1 and that (13d) establishes a one-to- 
one correspondence between the two unit-modulus parameters +i and vi. 
Furthermore, the same recursion provides all the information required to 
construct the triangular factorization of R [i.e., the elements of the matrices 
L, D of (5b)] via the expressions 
di = 
PJP: 
1 - I(Yij2 (144 
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and 
= d;‘( 1 - &) -lGiJfl*. Pb) 
Recalling that oi are the diagonal elements (and thus the eigenvalues) of 
the lower-triangular matrix F-which, by assumption, is strictly stable-we 
conclude that ) ai 1 < 1 and therefore that di is well defined. 
Proof The observation (13a) that Fi is a submatrix of F follows directly 
from (I2b). The expressions (14) for di and Zi follow directly from (12a). As for 
(I3bid), observe that from (I2d) and (I4b) _ 
0 
i 1 Gi+l 
= F’( I - a’Fi) -‘GiJ/3Fy,‘J + 
Incorporating the expressions from (lob), we obtain 
GilA;]. 
= (I - a;Fi)-lF,GiJ@$iq-l 
where we have used the fact that JUi*J = U,-‘. Thus, 
= G,U,-' + (I - cwrFi)-’ 
x { 4(vi - cq)* - (I - a;F,)} d;;Jr’z;;) 
= G&_-l + (I - a;Fj) -I(~*~ _ I) GiJfl:fiJJ~' 
di(l - qv,?) ’ 
290 
Letting 
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q--1:= (I- cYTFi )-‘($Fi _ ‘) piJp’ 
d,(l - (YJ) 
and using (14a), we get 
~=l+(r-afE;)-‘(v*F,-1)l- ‘ai’ 
1 - cr*$ 
= (k~~~)-~{(!-cx~v’)(I-afF~) + (l- IrriIz)(v:Fj-~)}l_la,yt 
t I 
= *(& - a,~)( I - a’Fi) -I, 
which establishes (13b-d). 
FIG. 1. Cascade interpretation of the recursion (13). 
The recursion (13) can be viewed as a computational cascade (Figure l), 
with each section in the cascade characterized by the elementary subsystem 
Yi and the matrix q, both of which are completely determined by 
(i) { 6, GJ, 
(ii) an arbitrary ]-unitary matrix Vi, and 
(iii) an arbitrary unit-modulus scalar +i (or equivalently the unit-modulus 
scalar YJ. 
We now present several examples that illustrate the relation between the 
recursion (13) and several previous results on efficient factorization of struc- 
tured matrices. For simplicity we let p = 1 = o in all examples, viz., 
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EXAMPLE 1. The best-known examples of matrices with a displacement 
structure are obtained when we select F = Z, where 
z:= 
The corresponding family of structured matrices, known as quasi-Toeplitz, has 
been studied in great detail (see, e.g., Delsarte, Genin, and Kamp [12], Lev-Ari 
and Kailath [19], Bruckstein and Kailath [4], Bistritz, Lev-Ari, and Kailath 
[5, 61. Since F = Z is strictly lower-triangular, we have LYE = 0 and therefore 
di = &Jpr := a;. 
We can always choose Vi such that the first row of Vi is collinear with pi, viz., 
%% = [ 1 o]v,. 
Consequently, the recursion for Gi becomes 
( GLl) = GiU,-l + (Z- Z)(GiuF’)( i i)> 
where we have selected 4i = 1. This form of the recursion is precisely the one 
described in [4-61, and it consists of two steps: 
1. Postmultiply Gi by a J-unitary matrix (i.e., t_$-‘) such that the first row of 
the resulting matrix G$J-’ is collinear with [l 01. 
2. Premultiply the first column of G,U,-’ by Z, which amounts to shifting its 
elements down by one position. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F be strictly lower-triangular (this includes F = Z as a 
particular case). In this case, which has been considered by Chun an Kailath 
[9], the recursion still has the same form as in Example 1 (assuming that the 
choices for di and Ui are also maintained), except that the first column of 
G,U,- ’ is multiplied by F rather than by Z. 
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EXAMPLE 3. This time let F be a lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix, viz., 
I 
fo 0 
F = fl fo . . (174 
and introduce the polynomials 
f(z):= sfkzk, G,(z):= [ 1 z z2 0.. z"-']Gi. (17b) 
The matrix recursion (13) can now be expressed in terms of the matrix 
polynomials Gi( z), viz., 
where 
zG,+r( Z) A Gi( z)ei( z), Pa) 
q(z):= I+ & 
{ [ 
f(z) -fo 
1 -fo*_+) 
_ 1 1m’pi I I p,Jp* u,-l PJ) 
and A denotes equality of coeffkients of z k for k = 0, 1, . . . , i. This is 
precisely the recursion derived in [ZO], but specialized to the case d( Z, W) = 1 
- f( z)f*(w), ci = 0, and pi = f(ri), where li are the extraction points for the 
recursion of [20], and 7i are arbitrary scalars such that d(~~, ri) = 0. n 
Our last example allows us also to resolve a certain ambiguity introduced 
in the early study of J-lossless systems in [lo-11, 141. As we have seen so far, 
our procedure determines a decomposition of the transfer function T(Z) = K 
+ H( ZI - F)-lG into a cascade of single-state subsystems with transfer func- 
tions Ti( a). There is no simple relation between the transfer function Ti( z), 
which represents a linear time-invariant filter determined by the subsystem Yi, 
and the linear map (13) from Gi to Gi+r. At best, this linear map can be 
interpreted as a linear time-variant j&r, determined by both the subsystem Yi 
and the matrix q. 
Nevertheless, when F is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix, as in Example 
3, the recursion (13) gives rise to time-invariant sections with transfer func- 
tions Oi( z). Still, Si( z) is not the same as Ti( z): for instance, Ti( Z) is rational 
of degree 1 while Oi( z) is rational of higher degree [because f(z) is a 
polynomial of degree n]. Only when f(z) = z (which means that F = 2) do 
we get a direct relationship between the two, viz., 
Ti( Z) = Q;‘(Z) for f(Z) =z. (19) 
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This particular case was presented as an example by Genin et al. [14], and it 
was studied in detail by Delosme [lo] and by Delosme et al. [II], where it led 
to the following statements: 
In general, a para-unitary’ transfer matrix can be shown to admit a cascade realization 
with sections of degree one, i.e., with one memory element. We demonstrate that the 
Generalized Levinson algorithm builds recursively a cascade realization of T(z). 
The General Fast Cholesky algorithm3. . . is also shown to yield the same cascade 
realization. 
As we have just observed, these statements about the generalized Levinson 
and Schur algorithms can only hold in the particular case F = 2. 
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented a recursive procedure for cascade synthesis of J-loss- 
less systems represented by unbalanced state-space models {F, G, H, K}. 
Moreover, our procedure only requires {F, G} and /, so the step of embedding 
the Lyapunov equation R - FRF* = GJG* into a J-lossless state-space model 
is completely avoided. 
The final form of our computational procedure [Equation (13)J subsumes 
most previously described techniques for efficient factorization of structured 
matrices (so-called “generalized Schur” or “generalized fast Cholesky” algo- 
rithms), including these described in [4-11, B-201. Thus, our results provide 
a convenient framework for the study of several related problems, including 
solution of linear equations involving structured matrices, explicit expressions 
for R-’ (such as the Gohberg-Semencul formula), effects of singularities in the 
recursion, inverse scattering, and moment problems on curves. In the past 
such problems have been analyzed only in the context of Toeplitz or Hankel 
matrices and, occasionally, also for the somewhat larger family of matrices 
congruent to Toeplitz or Hankel matrices. With the advent of our state-space- 
based approach such problems can be addressed in the broader context of 
matrices with a displacement structure. 
In particular, we observe that (2b) implies a dual relation, viz., 
2 What we call J-lossless. 
3 What we call the generalized Schur algorithm. 
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from which one deduces the dual Lyapunov equation 
R’ - F*R-‘F = H*JH. 
Thus, the relation between {F*, H*} and R- ’ is completely analogous to the 
relation between {F, G} and R. This means that problems involving R- ’ 
(either explicitly or implicitly) can be efficiently solved once the matrix H has 
been determined. Traditionally (i.e., when F = 2 and R is a Toeplitz matrix) 
this has been accomplished by the celebrated Levinson algorithm. We shall 
describe elsewhere the issues involved in generalizing Levinson’s algorithm to 
the entire family of matrices with a displacement structure. Here let us only 
point out that the recursion (Ilb) provides an interesting, and completely new, 
alternative to the Levinson algorithm: this recursion, carried out for i = n - 
1,n - 2,. . . , LO, makes it possible to reconstruct the matrix H from data 
obtained in the cascade synthesis step. 
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